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Our offer

BGF provides equity investments in exchange for  
a minority stake

We’re a minority investor  
so you’re in control

BGF has been a minority partner to public sector cloud 
provider UKCloud since 2014, investing a total of £18m

Our initial investments are typically between £1m  
and £15m and our follow-on funding supports further 
growth opportunities

We fund new opportunities
as your long-term partner

Digital transformation software company Juriba is using 
BGF’s funding to support international expansion

We know that every business is different, so we 
offer flexible funding to suit your needs.  
That could be through a mix of equity and loan notes  
into your business or out to existing shareholders

We offer flexible funding
for your ambitions

Lincoln-based managed services provider GCI made  
12 acquisitions with the support of our £10m investment

BGF has invested a total of £12.3m into AIM-listed AdEPT 
Technology Group since 2014, including follow-on funding to 
support further growth

We invest from earlier-stage and ventures to more 
established SMEs and quoted companies. And because 
we provide follow-on funding we can continue to  
invest in the same company through all these stages

We support all stages  
of growth through  
dedicated investors

Investment as  
it should be

Many growing companies say 
they want a different kind of investor. 
Someone to help them scale, 
without taking control. 
To challenge them, without 
driving them too hard, too fast. 
To treat them with the honesty,  
respect and empathy they deserve. 

That’s why we exist.
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Media
Company Description Location

Abacus e-media Content management systems provider London

Jaywing plc Agency and consultancy business Sheffield

Dianomi Native advertising platform for financial services London

LoopMe AI-driven advertising technology business London

Amino Technologies plc Media and entertainment technology solutions Cambridge

Appnovation Full service digital consultancy Vancouver

Global App Testing On-demand quality assurance testing London

TickX Discovery platform for events and attractions London

Telecoms
Company Description Location

Broadband Satellite Services Satellite communications provider North Shields

Big Blu Broadband Satellite broadband provider Reading

Adept Technology Group plc Managed services and telecoms provider London

Exits
Company Description Exit Route (Acquired by)

Adestra Email technology provider Upland Software

Apsu IT managed services company CSI Group

Cityfibre plc Provider of wholesale fibre network
West Street Infrastructure 
Partners and Antin

Decision Technologies Telecoms comparison site Moneysupermarket.com

Escher Group plc
Hardware and software solutions 
for postal organisations

Hanover Active Equity Fund

Exchange Lab Programmatic marketing solutions company WPP

GCI Managed IT services provider Mayfair Private Equity

Miss Group Web hosting company Perwyn

NewVoiceMedia Cloud-based customer contact software
US-based Vonage  
Holdings Corporation

Petrotechnics
Provider of software solutions 
for hazardous industries

Sphera Solutions

Solid Solutions Reseller of 3D design software LDC 

Tax Systems plc Supplier of corporation tax software Bowmark Capital

Unruly Media Video advertising platform NewsCorp

Vysiion Communications and IT service provider Exponential-e

Workshare
Enterprise file sharing  
and collaboration applications

Litera

Software and IT services businesses are some of the most dynamic companies in  
our portfolio. It’s a sector that’s showed no signs of slowing down in recent years, as business 
technology continues to evolve and with it the need for ever-more sophisticated security 
platforms and software.

BGF has invested in over 50 software and IT services businesses. We know that scaling  
up – whether organically or through an acquisition strategy – is one of the main reasons 
business leaders come to us for funding, and we’re proud to have realised a number of 
successful exits for our portfolio companies in recent years.

Meet our technology 
pioneers

Software & IT services
Company Description Location

Amdaris
Software developer and digital 
transformation specialist

Bristol

AuditComply Enterprise risk management platform Belfast

Blancco Technology Group plc Data erasure software Huntingdon

Celaton AI software company Milton Keynes

CML Microsystems plc
Manufacturer of semiconductors 
for communications markets

Essex

Cutting Edge Solutions Reseller of Siemens PLM software Oxford

Castleton Technology Software and managed services provider Sutton Coldfield

DevOpsGroup IT consultancy firm Cardiff

Edgescan Cyber security software business Dublin

Garrison Technology Cyber security company London

Getbusy plc Document management solutions Cambridge

Gresham Computing plc
Specalist in real-time data integrity 
and control solutions

London

Helecloud AWS cloud-based services provider Maidenhead

Inoapps IT consultancy firm Aberdeen

Invenio Business Solutions Technology consultancy company Reading

Juriba IT migration software provider London

K3 Business Technology Group plc Global supplier of integrated business systems Manchester

Maintel plc Cloud and managed services company London

Netcall plc Computer engagement software company Hemel Hempstead

Olive Communications IT infrastructure provider High Wycombe

Planixs Real-time treasury software Manchester

PTS Consulting IT consultancy and project management firm London

RecordSure Document analytics software London

ROC IT services provider Newbury

Semafone Fraud prevention software company Surrey

TiG Cloud managed service provider Watford

UKCloud Cloud infrastructure provider Farnborough

Virtual 1 Cloud and connectivity service provider London

Waracle Mobile app developer Dundee
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When entrepreneur Des Lekerman sold  
the IT business he had founded and run for  
almost 22 years, it freed him up to look at  
new opportunities. Having spent a couple of  
decades helping large businesses with their 
technology strategy, he was keen to do 
something similar for the SME market. 

“I came across a company called The Internet 
Group which I realised could be a platform to 
launch a new IT services company,” explains  
Des. “I bought the company in 2013, restructured 
it to serve this new market and it grew steadily 
from there.”

Now known as TIG Data Intelligence, the 
business works with specialist companies to 
improve their IT systems, ensuring they use 
technology as a strategic asset rather than 
background support. “We’re using technology  
to help clients enhance and accelerate their 
businesses,” says Des. 

After a number of years of solid growth, TIG 
started to consider the prospect of acquisition. 
“The technology services sector is quite 
fragmented,” explains Des. “There are a lot of 
small, privately-owned service providers across 
the UK and we decided that an acquisition would 
help us to build on our offering and bring even 
more expertise into the business.”

TIG explored the private equity market to find  
an investor to help fund an acquisition. Having 
met with quite a few, Des and the team felt BGF’s 
offer was different to the others and best suited 
to their needs. “As a privately-owned and run 
business, we wanted to remain in control so 
BGF’s minority investment offered the flexibility 
that we were looking for,” says Des. “But more 
than just cash we also wanted to bring in some 
firepower to support across the next phase  
of growth.” 

BGF backed TIG with £6m in January 2019 which 
enabled the company to acquire netConsult, an 
IT consultancy specialising in financial services. 
“Its focus on the alternative investment market, 
hedge funds and private equity houses gave us 
access to an exciting sector and we really liked 
the business – five months after BGF’s investment 
we finalised the acquisition.”

The deal with BGF also brought further support 
for TIG’s board, with BGF investor Mark Nunny 
joining as non-executive director. “He has a lot of 
experience and he is a great sounding board for 
us,” says Des. “He’s always on the end of the 
phone when we need him and often thinks of 
things that we wouldn’t have so there’s huge 
value in that.”  

Beyond capital and expertise, BGF has also 
supported TIG with some valuable connections. 
“Mark is a real advocate of our work and makes 
sure that other portfolio companies know the 
services we offer. This has meant a number of 
new business deals for us since January. We  
have even migrated BGF to Microsoft Cloud and 
are supporting the business with designing and 
delivering ongoing digital transformation to 
enhance the growth of data.”

Looking to the future, Des is ambitious about 
future growth: “There’s a big market out there  
for what we do and the opportunities are endless 
– I believe every company should be its own 
digital disruptor.”

Helping SMEs to harness the 
power of technology
TIG

Company location: Watford

BGF investment: £6m

Investment date: January 2019
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In 2014, Miss Group was launched as a small  
web hosting service based out of Manchester.  
Six years on, it has grown into a multi-million-
pound company, having opened more than 
200,000 accounts, established offices in 
Stockholm, Miami and Sofia, and acquired two 
businesses in the UK and the US.

Since CEO and founder Mattias Kaneteg started 
the company, he has overseen growth in all areas 
of the business. “What’s unique about us is when 
we started the company we started from the 
marketing and sales side,” Mattias explains. 

“We started with building an affiliate network, 
which went on to become one of the biggest 
affiliate networks in the world for hosting and 
domain name related products. What made us 
really unique is that we had higher orders per 
customer, made more money per customer and 
that way we could grow faster organically.”

With a flair for buy-outs, Mattias – a serial 
entrepreneur who has founded and scaled a 
number of businesses including the stock 
exchange-listed Getupdated Internet Marketing, 
Domain Invest, Online Group and Gamblingfy 
– has guided Miss Group through seven 
acquisitions as part of a successful ‘buy and 
build’ strategy. “We’ve done a number of 
acquisitions now,” Mattias explains. “We 
acquired one of the oldest hosting companies in 
Sweden, FS Data, and a company in Spain, which 
is one of our core markets. There have been 
many others as well.”  

Sensing the potential for growth, Miss Group 
approached BGF to help drive its expansion. “I 
liked BGF’s story and the fact that they were 
founded to help companies in the financial 
crisis,” Mattias explains. “We could see they were 
invested in us and would actually follow up with 
us, which they absolutely did. They were 
amazing.” 

BGF invested £6.4m in August 2018 and followed 
this up with a further £13m investment in June 
2019. This capital enabled Miss Group to boost 
its revenue from £8m to £25m and its earnings 
before interest, taxes, depreciation and 
amortisation from £2.5m to £11m. 

Through its network, BGF also helped introduce 
experienced non-executive chair Phil Male to the 
company. A former chair of UK2 Group and chief 
strategy officer at Cable & Wireless Worldwide, 
Phil provided Miss Group with financial guidance 
and supported the company’s planned exit 
strategy. He also helped to connect Miss Group 
with HSBC, which subsequently provided £16m 
of funding alongside BGF to support Miss 
Group’s buy and build strategy. 

In February 2020, BGF successfully exited its 
investment in Miss Group as the company 
started its next chapter with private equity 
investor, Perwyn. “We actually exceeded our own 
expectations. When we initially did the deal with 
BGF we were looking at three years together, but 
with them the acquisition process was so 
successful that we hit our targets in one year.”

With targets reached and a buyer declaring an 
interest in acquiring Miss Group in 2018, Mattias 
began the exit process while continuing to bring 
in acquisitions with BGF’s investment. “It was 
quite a long but ultimately rewarding process, 
because while we were for sale last year, we 
made six more acquisitions. So, every time we 
almost had the deal done, our value would 
change and we had to re-do the materials.”

Mattias says he was delighted with BGF’s support 
throughout the acquisition and exit process. 
“BGF is the perfect fit for a company of a certain 
size,” he says. “I am non-executive director for 
ROI Media, which has now also secured funding 
from BGF. I wanted to introduce the business to 
the private equity world in the best way possible 
and from my experience I think that BGF will  
help them to do that.”

A web hosting empire 
made by ‘buy and build’
Miss Group

Company location: Manchester

BGF investment: £19.4m

Investment date: June 2019

Exit route: Accquired by Perwyn

IRR: >100%

EBITDA growth: £2.5m to £11m
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When Neville Roberts co-founded his enterprise 
software company, Planixs, he had no idea it 
would go on to help the world’s largest financial 
institutions operate. As the former CIO of Best 
Buy, he recognised the latent potential of 
real-time analytics early on and was eager to 
apply it to new industries.

“Retail was moving into real time, so I started 
looking at these new technologies,” explains 
Neville, who started Planixs with Stuart 
Houghton in 2011 using personal funds. “But  
our first solution – which is still in use – helped 
companies optimise their resource base, it  
wasn’t for finance.”

After two years of operating, Neville met with a 
banker and discovered how the financial crisis of 
2008 occurred, in part, due to banks not having a 
real-time view of their liquidity. As a result, 
industry regulations now required financial 
institutions to know exactly what their liquidity 
was across their entire asset base at any given 
time.

“After the meeting, we realised the platform  
we’d built was a very good match to build a 
solution to meet these requirements – it was  
very exciting.”

But entering the sector proved even tougher  
than expected. “It’s very competitive and hard  
to be a small player in a big pond with some very 
big players. Plus, the market was slow to react  
to the regulations, so everything took longer  
than we anticipated.”

Despite the competition, Planixs secured its  
first financial services client, Barclays Bank, in 
2014. Armed with a major client, and with the 

market finally responding to the regulations, 
Planixs’ sales pipeline started growing.

“It was time to invest,” recalls Neville. “If we 
wanted to maintain our position, we needed  
to raise money to complete the rest of the 
product suite quickly and grow a global sales  
and marketing team.”

After looking at 20 investment opportunities, 
Planixs selected BGF and secured an initial  
£3.5m minority equity investment in February 
2019. “We chose BGF because they met all our 
criteria, which included being a hands-off 
investor,” recalls Neville. “They said right from 
the start that they would let us run the business 
– and they have.”

Representing BGF on the board is former food 
and agriculture investor, Spencer Woods. 
“Spencer really understands how companies can 
use investment to grow – and that’s been very 
useful so far,” says Neville. 

As for the future, Neville believes there are  
big things to come: “We want to continue to lead  
the market, dominate and win our fair share – 
which is all of it!”

Helping financial services  
to track liquidity in real time
Planixs

Company location: Manchester

BGF investment: £3.5m

Investment date: February 2019
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When Dob Todorov, founder of IT consultancy 
and managed service provider (MSP) HeleCloud, 
was working for Amazon Web Services, he 
spotted a gap in the market. “I could see that 
more and more security-conscious organisations 
in regulated sectors were transitioning to the 
public cloud,” he explains. 

“Cloud is the most secure place for organisations 
to store their data and run their applications and 
systems. And it is highly flexible so organisations 
can adapt the resources they use depending on 
their demands.” 

Dob, alongside Paul McCarthy (chief corporate 
development officer), Stefan Bumov (deputy 
CEO), Alex Kolev (CFO) and Simon Rendell 
(non-executive director) decided to go into 
business. They launched HeleCloud in 2016 to 
meet the growing demand for cloud strategy, 
implementation and migration services. 

HeleCloud’s model centres around delivering 
sophisticated cloud migration solutions for 
businesses with stringent security and 
compliance requirements. Headquartered in 
London, the company has over 100 employees 
and has worked with global corporations and 
market disruptors such as Finastra, CGI, Viber, 
NEX Group and Zopa.

Before starting the business, Dob had already 
founded two technology start-ups and used his 
entrepreneurial experience to grow the business 
at a rapid rate. By the end of year two, HeleCloud 
had expanded across the UK and Bulgaria, before 
establishing a presence in the Netherlands in the 
next year. 

The secret to HeleCloud’s rapid growth, Dob 
explains, has been a mixture of acquisition  
and organic growth: “In 2019, we doubled the 
business in size and acquired OlinData, a 
company based in the Netherlands. And now  
in 2020, we’re looking to double the business  
again through more acquisitions.” 

With success under its belt, HeleCloud 
approached BGF to fast-track its development. 
BGF invested £2m of growth capital in October 
2018. “It was very important to us to have a 
reliable partner to come with us on our journey,” 
Dob explains. “BGF allowed us to do in one year 
what it would have taken us three years to do 
alone. With BGF we’re much more structured  
and we know the type of growth that we expect 
– and it’s always pretty much doubling the 
business.” 

Beyond growth capital, BGF also introduced 
HeleCloud to non-executive chairman Duncan 
McIntyre, a former CEO of Morse and chairman 
of Monitise. Duncan’s experience has helped 
accelerate HeleCloud’s rapid expansion, while 
BGF’s Talent Network has enabled the business 
to make valuable connections. Dob explains: 
“BGF’s network of companies has been very 
useful in enabling us to establish partnerships 
and even customers which ensures our network 
has an even wider reach today.”

Looking to the future, Dob is confident that 
HeleCloud can continue to flourish in partnership 
with BGF. “In the following six to 12 months, we 
are actively looking for acquisition opportunities. 
And it’s really the partnership with BGF that gives 
us the confidence – even in difficult times like 
these – to continue to grow and grow.”

Elevating businesses  
into the cloud
HeleCloud

Company location: London

BGF investment: £2m

Investment date: October 2018
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Get in touch

BGF is an independent company with £2.5 billion 
of capital in the UK. It is backed by five of the UK’s 
main banking groups - Barclays, HSBC, Lloyds, RBS 
and Standard Chartered. BGF is authorised and 
regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. In 
Ireland, BGF has up to €250 million of capital backed 
by the Bank of Ireland, ISIF, AIB and Ulster Bank. 

www.bgf.co.uk 
enquiries@bgf.co.uk 
@BGFinvestments
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